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I.  OverviewI.  OverviewI.  OverviewI.  Overview    
    

a.  a.  a.  a.  What is IndyClassWhat is IndyClassWhat is IndyClassWhat is IndyClass????  
 

IndyClass is McGill's "firstIndyClass is McGill's "firstIndyClass is McGill's "firstIndyClass is McGill's "first----ever" studentever" studentever" studentever" student----run course, initiated by a group of run course, initiated by a group of run course, initiated by a group of run course, initiated by a group of 

undergraduate students at McGill University (Montreal) in Fall 2008.undergraduate students at McGill University (Montreal) in Fall 2008.undergraduate students at McGill University (Montreal) in Fall 2008.undergraduate students at McGill University (Montreal) in Fall 2008. This paper will 

discuss our experiences organizing this first IndyClass, which ran from September till 

December 2008.  Course readings, assignments and structure were decided upon by the 

ten students in the class, and each class period (of two per week) was a discussion 

facilitated by one or two students.   

 

Even though the collective aspect of the class was not officially recognized by the 

university, class participants who wished to do so received academic credits by 

registering for the course as if they were doing a conventional “independent study”, 

supervised by a professor who marked the student’s academic work.  Professors we 

worked with were very supportive of the collective project, and were invited to take 

part in our twice-weekly discussions.   

 

The topic we focused on for IndyClass (Fall ’08) was prisonsThe topic we focused on for IndyClass (Fall ’08) was prisonsThe topic we focused on for IndyClass (Fall ’08) was prisonsThe topic we focused on for IndyClass (Fall ’08) was prisons. Each class member did 

research on a different aspect of the prison system, but we shared a perspective that 

values prisoner support work, prison abolition struggles, and analyses that link prison 

injustice and the prison-industrial complex to racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, 

colonialism, imperialism, capitalism and the criminalization of poverty.   

 

From the start, we were critical of the fact that academic institutions tend to be 

insulated from the realities and struggles of less privileged communities. We therefore 

attempted to structure the class through dialogue with organizations which do active 

political and support work around prison justice.  Later, we’ll discuss some of the 

successes and setbacks we experienced with this aspect.  

 

Overall, IndyClass members seem to agree that the class was an important and 

successful endeavor.  Many cited it as their favorite class of the year, or even of their 

university experience.  Aside from the exciting and challenging content we explored, it 

was also thrilling to put into practice a vision of an alternative educational form that’s 

autonomous, accessible, and (strives to be) relevant to real communities.  

   

   

b.  b.  b.  b.  Why we need IndyClassesWhy we need IndyClassesWhy we need IndyClassesWhy we need IndyClasses 
 

Post-secondary education in Canada has, as a general rule, been restricted to the 

financial elite.  When poor and working class people do squeeze through the cracks of 

corporate education, they are often quickly bogged down by hefty government loans.  

Though scholarships and bursaries exist, they are largely inadequate. This inadequacy 

has been recognized in Quebec by the robust student movement in which groups such 
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as GRASPé and ASSÉ band together. To quote GRASPé in the McGill Daily, "Student 

associations spanning many political orientations—including the more radical 

Association pour une solidarité syndicale étudiante (ASSÉ), but also an independent 

coalition nurtured by our very own SSMU – are demanding the gradual elimination of all 

tuition fees."i  

 

Part of thePart of thePart of thePart of the    importance of IndyClasses lies inimportance of IndyClasses lies inimportance of IndyClasses lies inimportance of IndyClasses lies in    the potential they create for free and the potential they create for free and the potential they create for free and the potential they create for free and 

accessible education now.accessible education now.accessible education now.accessible education now.  Since IndyClass was a collective endeavour, we found that 

the primary labour that enabled this course to happen was actually our own labour, 

which was, of course, unpaid.  Important academic labour was also provided by our 

supervising professors.  Professors do not receive any direct remuneration for taking 

on the independent studies of undergraduate students.   

 

In this light, it became apparent that the money we were paying for the credits we were 

receiving was essentially only paying for the right to have the McGill "brand-name" on 

the class.  IndyClass highlighted how paying a huge institution for our education ceases 

to make sense when education is something we create for ourselves.  

 

In our view, then, free education is the logical extension of IndyClass.  To us, 

recognizing the value of democratic education meant recognizing the contradictions 

inherent in the current tuition structure, which treats education as a commodity supplied 

by academic “experts.”  Naturally, it is likely that in some areas of study, the expertise 

of professors may be harder to approximate through a self-teaching forum like 

IndyClass.  Perhaps IndyClasses would not work as well in the field of advanced 

mathematics, but we certainly think it is an excellent learning opportunity for most 

programs in the arts.   

  

In order to implement IndyClass, it was necessary for us to, at times, twist bureaucratic 

rules and slip through certain administrative hoops.  As mentioned above, the collective 

aspect of this project never achieved official university-recognition.  If we were to try 

to get official university recognition for IndyClass, we would have to be aware of two 

possibilities that could transpire.  The university might a) attempt to deny us course-

credit and shut our initiative down or b) love IndyClass, and co-opt it -- using it as 

great PR and also exploiting the unpaid labour of students and professors. This is 

something some of us have come to expect from the McGill institution, given the 

university's prioritization of profit over the needs of all students, and its demonstrated 

commitment to corporate education.   

   

We think that in order for IndyClasses to succeed, they must be based in communities 

that have common goals.  Our IndyClass was rooted in a commitment to collectivity and 

accessible education for all.  More specifically, it was grounded in a shared view that 

prisons, incarceration and the mentality of punishment are an inadequate "solution" to 

socially-created problems of "crime".  We stand behind education that is conducive to 

good health.  Drawing onDrawing onDrawing onDrawing on    the nonthe nonthe nonthe non----hierarchical pedagogy of popular education, hierarchical pedagogy of popular education, hierarchical pedagogy of popular education, hierarchical pedagogy of popular education, 
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IndyClassesIndyClassesIndyClassesIndyClasses    motivate studentsmotivate studentsmotivate studentsmotivate students    to learn what is most interesting and relevant to us and to learn what is most interesting and relevant to us and to learn what is most interesting and relevant to us and to learn what is most interesting and relevant to us and 

the world we live in through selfthe world we live in through selfthe world we live in through selfthe world we live in through self----education.education.education.education.    

   

   

c.  c.  c.  c.  How did IndyClass begin?How did IndyClass begin?How did IndyClass begin?How did IndyClass begin?  
   

IndyClass was initially conceived in the mind of a fellow student, C---, who learned 

through a friend about "DeCal", UC Berkeley's Program for Democratic Education, "the 

largest student-initiated education program in the [United States]"ii.  C-- and people he 

got talking to came to believe that democratic education was something that could 

happen at McGill too.  People expressed interest in this initiative and through multiple 

informal discussions, we decided to make "prisons" the topic of the class.  We began to 

hold meetings in July 2008 to plan the specifics of the course.  Like the class itself, 

these meetings were open to all interested participants.  We will discuss the planning 

phase in more detail below (see “Logistics”).  

  

   

d.  d.  d.  d.  Most Positive AMost Positive AMost Positive AMost Positive Aspect of IndyClassspect of IndyClassspect of IndyClassspect of IndyClass 
 

For both of us, the best part of this class was the sense of responsibility and trust we 

established between the students in the class.  Not only was the topic something we 

were interested in, we were learning it in a space which was supportive, caring and 

fun.  Overall, it was the least stressful school environment we have ever experienced.  

One of the underlying principles we all shared was that learning should not be motivated 

by stress, guilt and deadlines, but instead by engagement, responsibility and pleasure.  

Seeing this in practice was really positive. 

    

 

II.  II.  II.  II.  Things We Learned Along the WayThings We Learned Along the WayThings We Learned Along the WayThings We Learned Along the Way  
 

1.  1.  1.  1.  LogisticsLogisticsLogisticsLogistics 
   

a.  a.  a.  a.  Making IndyClasses HappenMaking IndyClasses HappenMaking IndyClasses HappenMaking IndyClasses Happen 
  

The key to making IndyClass actually function The key to making IndyClass actually function The key to making IndyClass actually function The key to making IndyClass actually function as a classas a classas a classas a class was setting up, at the very  was setting up, at the very  was setting up, at the very  was setting up, at the very 

bebebebeginning, a concrete structure for the entire term.ginning, a concrete structure for the entire term.ginning, a concrete structure for the entire term.ginning, a concrete structure for the entire term.  A core group of students started 

talking about it in July 2008, and held weekly meetings via Skype (web-based 

conference calls) to work out the basic vision, theme, and logistics.  Individually, those 

who were able began some preliminary research.  By the beginning of September, most 

students had found a professor to supervise their project, and had registered in the 

course through the Independent Study option in their department.   

 

We began meeting in person early September.  The first two weeks were mainly 

logistical, as we kept discovering new things to be decided.  Many of these were basic 
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concerns such as when we would hold the class, and how often; how we would deal 

with attendance and commitment; and how we would run each class.  All of us came to 

the group with the understanding that decisions should be taken by consensus, so 

before finalizing any of these decisions, the facilitator of each meeting made sure that 

nobody had any concerns or objections.  

 

In addition to these basic logistics, an important concern was how to schedule the 

course curriculum itself -- which readings we would address, and when.  We needed to 

have an outline that was solid enough to carry us through the busy and distracting times 

in the semester, yet flexible enough to accommodate new materials as we discovered 

them.  Although we had several preliminary readings available, few of us had had time 

to do major research in advance, so many of the readings would have to be added as 

the course progressed.  We decided to divide the course syllabus into two sections.  

The first section consisted of seven weeks of "core" readings, and the second section 

consisted of "workshops" on more specific topics.  

 

  

b.  Structuring the Syllabusb.  Structuring the Syllabusb.  Structuring the Syllabusb.  Structuring the Syllabus:::: Core Readings (Weeks 1 Core Readings (Weeks 1 Core Readings (Weeks 1 Core Readings (Weeks 1----7)7)7)7)  
 

The first seven weeks of class consisted of readings on a variety of broad themes 

relating to prisons.  These were readings we were all expected to do, and each week a 

different pair of facilitators was responsible for selecting and distributing the readings 

(ideally, a week in advance) and facilitating a discussion about them.   

 

We spent one class period deciding upon which themes to address in each week, and 

everyone then signed up to facilitate in the week(s) of their choice.  This outline was 

completed by the second week of September (see Appendix 1).  

 

Suggestion: Getting ten people to agree upon a single course curriculum can be 

tricky.  To figure out Core Readings, we suggest that IndyClassers brainstorm 

themes and write them on the board.  Once they're all up, somebody needs to 

make a concrete proposal: "How about in Week 1 we focus on an overview, in 

Week 2 we focus on race and the prison system..." etc.  Once a proposal is on the 

floor, people can amend it to their liking until everybody is satisfied. 

 

Selecting the readings for each week also took a lot longer than we expected.  Having a 

group website enabled us to pool our knowledge by posting any readings we might have 

found, in case the facilitators for a particular week were having trouble.  In general, 

though, finding good readings usually meant spending quite some time going through 

books.  Readings found on the internet tended to be, on the whole, less engaging. This 

is another reason why it was important to spend some time doing research in the weeks 

leading up to the class. 
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cccc.  .  .  .  SSSStructuring the Syllabustructuring the Syllabustructuring the Syllabustructuring the Syllabus::::     Workshops (Weeks 8 Workshops (Weeks 8 Workshops (Weeks 8 Workshops (Weeks 8----12)12)12)12)  
 

The second section of the course consisted of five weeks of workshops, ending in early 

December.  Each workshop was facilitated or organized by a single student and 

pertained to their/her/his research focus.  Most of us were writing final papers to be 

marked by our supervising professor, so the workshops were a chance to present our 

research and findings and receive feedback.   

 

Overall, the workshop section was less clearly structured than the core readings 

section.  Since it was scheduled during the "crunch" time near the end of the semester, 

some of us were under the impression that workshops would be like presentations, with 

little preparation necessary on the part of the other students.  Others conceived as 

workshops as a chance for further dialogue, in which we would all continue to do all the 

readings posted by the workshop facilitator.  In practice, attendance dropped off 

somewhat, several workshops did not happen and most people did not do all the 

readings during this period.  Although most workshops were interesting and engaging, 

in future, it would be helpful to clarify ahead of time exactly what everybody expects 

from the workshop sessions. 

 

Suggestion:  Each week in class, take a moment to review the workshop schedule 

to confirm the order of upcoming workshops.  Workshop styles work well when 

they are done in a presentation format, followed by a question period.  Showing 

short films or coming up with an interactive group activity may also be useful.  

Workshops are a good time to focus on specific case studies, if relevant.  Agree in 

advance on whether class members expect everyone to do readings for each 

workshop, or whether most of the information should be provided by the 

presenter. 

 

   

d.  d.  d.  d.  Running the Class: Discussion FacilitationRunning the Class: Discussion FacilitationRunning the Class: Discussion FacilitationRunning the Class: Discussion Facilitation    

 
One of the important challenges of IndyClass was learning how to facilitate (or 

moderate) group discussions.  This is a useful and empowering skill that is rarely 

exercised in most classroom situations.  During our first week of class, we 

brainstormed and agreed upon basic guidelines for class conduct and facilitation 

techniques.  

  

The underlying principle of our facilitation and organizing style was non-hierarchy.  

This meant that we followed a consensus process in all decisions, and we rotated the we followed a consensus process in all decisions, and we rotated the we followed a consensus process in all decisions, and we rotated the we followed a consensus process in all decisions, and we rotated the 

roles of facilitator and minuteroles of facilitator and minuteroles of facilitator and minuteroles of facilitator and minute----takertakertakertaker.  The facilitator was responsible for making sure 

everyone's input was considered in each decision (as per consensus techniques), for 

having a speaker's list (when necessary), and for keeping discussions on track.  The 

minute-taker took down the key points of each class discussion and posted them on the 

website for maximum transparency, accountability and accessibility.  
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Suggestion: Begin each class with a round of "checkBegin each class with a round of "checkBegin each class with a round of "checkBegin each class with a round of "check----ins," and end with a round of ins," and end with a round of ins," and end with a round of ins," and end with a round of 

"check"check"check"check----outs."outs."outs."outs."     At their simplest, check-ins and check-outs are simply a go-

around in which everyone says their name.  This encourages newcomers to feel 

welcome.  Check-ins and check-outs are also an opportunity for people to 

comment briefly on how they're feeling, what they're thinking about, or what they 

ate for lunch.   

 

This very simple routine turned out to be extremely important for IndyClass, 

establishing an atmosphere in which the most important thing really was "how we 

were doing."  It made our connections to each other personal, not just academic, 

and it helped us avoid the stressful "get-down-to-business" attitude that we 

inherit from mainstream education and "achievement"-oriented capitalism.  In 

this sense, check-ins and check-outs were a key practice of democratic and 

healthy education. 

 

 

e.  e.  e.  e.  Challenges for facilitators:Challenges for facilitators:Challenges for facilitators:Challenges for facilitators:  
 

Since everybody in this group self-moderated, our main challenge was to get people to 

talk.  While it was obviously important for all students to have read and thought about 

the articles, it was also important for the facilitator(s) to come prepared with discussion it was also important for the facilitator(s) to come prepared with discussion it was also important for the facilitator(s) to come prepared with discussion it was also important for the facilitator(s) to come prepared with discussion 

questions and ideasquestions and ideasquestions and ideasquestions and ideas.  

 

Suggestions for facilitators:  
-to start, invite people to summarize articles, or do so yourself 

-read out several discussion questions, and let others decide which ones interest 

them  

-start with a go-around or simple opening question: people’s thoughts on the 

readings; what they liked, didn’t like, etc.  

-group brainstorms are especially effective: make a concept web on a chalk 

board, using a prompt question such as: 

  What needs to change in order to make prisons obsolete?  

  What are the connections between globalization and prisons?  

  What tactics can we use in our own lives/organizations to challenge prisons?  

   

The most basic challenge of the IndyClass structure is the lack of "experts."The most basic challenge of the IndyClass structure is the lack of "experts."The most basic challenge of the IndyClass structure is the lack of "experts."The most basic challenge of the IndyClass structure is the lack of "experts."  Since none 

of us were particularly familiar with the material ahead of time (except during the 

workshop section), it was often difficult for us to answer some of the questions we 

posed, or to think of stimulating questions for group discussion.  Some strategies to 

overcome this include asking questions that bring the readings back to our own 

experience: 

- “What does this mean we should do in our own lives?” 

- “What does this mean for organizers?”  
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- "What are strategies for talking to other people about this?" 

-  “Where can we go to get more information on this? Why haven’t we heard 

about this already?” 

 

Another possible strategy might be to keep a list of unanswered questions (e.g. "Does 

Canada have more than one Healing Lodge?”), and assign participants to find the 

answers for next class.  The workshop section can also be a good space in which to 

address this problem, since the workshop facilitator can act as an "expert" on their 

particular topic. 

 

 

f.  f.  f.  f.  Independent Study Structure with Supervising ProfessorIndependent Study Structure with Supervising ProfessorIndependent Study Structure with Supervising ProfessorIndependent Study Structure with Supervising Professor  
 

Aside from the twice-weekly IndyClass meetings, most students also had regular 

meetings with the professor supervising their final project through the independent 

study framework.  Students met with professors early in the semester and outlined their 

shared expectations for the independent study....            

    

It was important for both students and professors to recognize thatIt was important for both students and professors to recognize thatIt was important for both students and professors to recognize thatIt was important for both students and professors to recognize that the  the  the  the central concern central concern central concern central concern of of of of 

IndyClass was the collective aspect, not the independent study.IndyClass was the collective aspect, not the independent study.IndyClass was the collective aspect, not the independent study.IndyClass was the collective aspect, not the independent study.   While our discussions 

with supervising professors were enjoyable, stimulating and motivating, these 

discussions were intended as opportunities to receive guidance and input, not to make 

up the bulk of our learning time.  Some students found that the amount of time that they 

spend meeting with their supervisors took away from their ability to commit to coming 

to class.  This is a dynamic which should be avoided.  

 

We would recommend a structure like the one we agreed upon with our supervising 

professor, Carrie Rentschler.  It struck a good balance, being concrete enough to 

motivate us to produce academic work during the semester and to plan our final 

projects in advance, yet low-pressure enough to allow us to concentrate on organizing 

and attending IndyClass itself. 

 

Nat and Taylor's Structure with Prof. Rentschler:  
- meet every two weeks (all three of us) for one hour  

- meet once in following semester for catch up  

 

Assignments and Grading: 
- Two short reading responses (2-3 pages max.)  These were conceived as 

“thought experiments” to get us to think over some of the issues that came 

up in the Core Readings: 10% each.  

- Final project proposal: 20%  

- Final project: 40%  

- Course evaluation (what you’re reading): 20%  
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2.  2.  2.  2.  Labour and OrganizingLabour and OrganizingLabour and OrganizingLabour and Organizing 
 

This course did not require a great deal of homework or reading, which was positive 

because it allowed us to concentrate more deeply on the readings we addressed, and 

most importantly, because it left us time to devote to structural organization. Organizing 

IndyClass was more complicated and time-consuming than many of us had expected.  In 

future, it will important to be clear about the labour required for the course to happen, 

and to have regular check-ins about the distribution of labour among people in the 

group.  

 

Some key labour-intensive areas are addressed below:  

 

Creating the syllabus:Creating the syllabus:Creating the syllabus:Creating the syllabus:        
This entailed reviewing articles, scanning pdf’s, and finally posting them online. The 

preliminary research required to find good readings took a lot of time.  Often, choosing 

readings required more time than we had allotted or accounted for.  

 

Website Maintenance:Website Maintenance:Website Maintenance:Website Maintenance:        
An important organizational tool for IndyClass was the class website, which we set up 

as a wordpress blog.  Here, facilitators posted the readings for downloading.  We 

posted the class schedule, guidelines, and minutes from every meeting.  It was both an 

important tool for students in the class, and also a means of publicity for outsiders 

interested in the class.  Ideally, we might have had a brief "how-to" session so that 

more people felt comfortable making changes to the site.  This would have spread out 

the web "expertise," and would have distributed some responsibility away from our de 

facto webmasters. 

    

Publicity and Outside Contacts:Publicity and Outside Contacts:Publicity and Outside Contacts:Publicity and Outside Contacts:        
Other things that had to be done included writing (and translating) a call-out to activist 

groups across the country, checking the group email address, liaising with groups like 

ReCon, writing newspaper pieces and doing radio interviews.  Again, we would have 

benefited from more clarity and discussion about who is bottom-lining these tasks, and 

who will check in with people about the important ones. 

 

In future, attempts to reach out to activist groups and broader communities should be 

done at least one month in advance.  Even then, the semester-long structure of the 

class makes it difficult for it to engage with outside communities and organizations in a 

long-term, sustainable fashion.  An exciting new project under QPIRG McGill, called 

C.U.R.E., or the Community-University Research Exchange, attempts to address this 

problem by partnering university students with community groups looking for 

researchers. 

 

   

3.  3.  3.  3.  GGGGroup Dynamics roup Dynamics roup Dynamics roup Dynamics     
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As a group, we tried to emphasize investment in the class itself and our responsibility to 

each other as our primary incentive for thorough engagement.  We think that this tactic 

works better than to create pressure through attendance marks.  As a general rule, we 

wanted IndyClass to be low-stress, especially in terms of deadlines.  When stress from 

institutionally-imposed deadlines is avoided, we can avoid guilt.  With less guilt, we feel 

that we are able to focus better and to learn in a way that is more rigorous and 

empowering for us.   

 

That said, we thought that there were still issues among 'IndyClassers' with 

commitment.  As a general rule, people demonstrated respect and commitment to 

our project. However, we found that some people were unable to make it consistently to 

class, probably because they were having trouble juggling IndyClass with their 

other academic and non-academic priorities.   

   

This raises some issues regarding what to “expect” of other people.  When organizing 

IndyClasses, and we think, any other project, non-hierarchy is crucial.  Here, we would Here, we would Here, we would Here, we would 

like to acknowledge the intersectionslike to acknowledge the intersectionslike to acknowledge the intersectionslike to acknowledge the intersections    between activism and ability and mental health.between activism and ability and mental health.between activism and ability and mental health.between activism and ability and mental health. 

Unless these matters are openly discussed, the question of whether, and how people 

are able to carry out particular tasks must be addressed by individuals who may already 

feel overwhelmed and vulnerable.  We all have different matters going on in our lives, 

and we have varying levels of energy that we can afford to commit to any single 

project.  In our view, it should be tit should be tit should be tit should be the responsibility ofhe responsibility ofhe responsibility ofhe responsibility of    the collective tothe collective tothe collective tothe collective to    createcreatecreatecreate    a space in a space in a space in a space in 

which people feel comfortable saying what it is that theywhich people feel comfortable saying what it is that theywhich people feel comfortable saying what it is that theywhich people feel comfortable saying what it is that they    are able to do without are able to do without are able to do without are able to do without 

competitive or otherwise unnecessary group pressure.competitive or otherwise unnecessary group pressure.competitive or otherwise unnecessary group pressure.competitive or otherwise unnecessary group pressure.         

 

Those organizing future IndyClasses should knowThose organizing future IndyClasses should knowThose organizing future IndyClasses should knowThose organizing future IndyClasses should know    how important how important how important how important it is to collectivelyit is to collectivelyit is to collectivelyit is to collectively    set set set set 

group guidelines from the start.group guidelines from the start.group guidelines from the start.group guidelines from the start.  In our case, we prioritized attendance and group 

participation by suggesting that people give twenty-four hour notice when unable to 

come to class. We did not want to mandate attendance, though we did highlight it as 

something we feel is important for the group.   

 

a.  a.  a.  a.  The "ReCon Situation"The "ReCon Situation"The "ReCon Situation"The "ReCon Situation" 
 
Near the end of the semester, we experienced a situation which taught us a lot about 

our responsibilities in organizing a scholarly project that attempts to be connected to 

outside communities.  

 

ReCon, a working group of QPIRG Concordia, is an organization that holds weekly 

meetings at the Federal Training Centre (FTC), a minimum-security federal prison in 

Laval.  Many of the prisoners at the FTC are "lifers," nearing the end of the 

incarcerated period of a life sentence, at which point they will be eligible to apply for 

parole.  ReCon essentially functions as a "re-integration" group, helping released 

prisoners navigate the outside world and also helping incarcerated prisoners obtain 

parole.  It is virtually impossible to be granted parole if a prisoner has failed to attend 
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one of the weekly groups.  ReCon therefore offers a politicized alternative to the other 

groups, which are mostly church groups, Alcoholics Anonymous and ethnicity-based 

organizations at the FTC. 

 

IndyClass members submitted documents for security clearance to the FTC, and were 

invited by ReCon to attend their weekly meetings.  We communicated with ReCon's 

outside coordinator, G-, that three of us planned to attend the internal meeting at the 

FTC on Monday, November 17.  Out of the three, only one of us had actually confirmed 

their presence.  Unfortunately, it turned out that none of the non-confirmed people 

attended the meeting and though the confirmed person did actually go to our meeting 

spot, she and G- were unable to find each other. 

 

At the time, Nat was the only one in contact with G- regarding our attendance at their 

internal meeting.  Given this dynamic, it was difficult, though necessary, to collectively 

address the situation.  To do so, Nat wrote an email to the group with thoughts on the 

gravity of the situation.  Below is an excerpt from Nat’s email: 

   
1)  In terms of general etiquette, from G-'s perspective we basically stood her up (i.e. 

no one was there when she arrived.)  This is incredibly stressful for the person 

waiting. 

2) This resulted in her being late for the meeting at FTC [Federal Training Center].  

This is not okay on a personal level (i.e. making someone show up late, when it's not 

their fault), but more importantly it's not okay because this is prisoners we're talking 

about. […]   

3) This resulted in Gabby going without any of us.  This means that, for her, already 

stressed out, she had to think of what she was going to say to the guys, probably 

have to apologize for us, and come up with some alternate ideas for a discussion that 

wouldn't just be dwelling on the fact that she/they had been "stood up."  [Not that our 

presence was necessarily crucial to their meeting, of course.] 

4)  Which then resulted in the guys at the prison, who were expecting us, finding out 

last minute that we weren't coming.  This was probably a disappointment, and 

basically really rude, but it's so much more than that.  It is so inexcusable given that 

we are non-incarcerated people who couldn't get it together to make good on a 

promise we had make to incarcerated people who don't have the freedom to flake 

out on their "schedules," miss appointments, etc.  And again, this is us basically 

[messing] up one of their once-weekly meetings.  Two hours out of 24x7 hours in 

which they get to have this meeting, two hours a week out of a ten year sentence, or 

more.  Basically, it's an egregious and entirely inappropriate misuse of the fact that 

we, as non-incarcerated people, possess the rarely acknowledged privilege to be 

unreliable.  As in, we're not only being rude and disrespectful in terms of not coming 

to their meeting, we're throwing it in their face that we have to freedom to do that in 

first place.  Which makes me feel really gross.  Especially since we were basically 

already asking them a favor, in terms of letting us privileged uni kids into their 

weekly meetings, and them being so open and willing to meet with us.  

   

At Nat's request, we had a group discussion that same week.  Most generally, we used 

our discussion as an opportunity to acknowledge the flakiness of students, and to figure 
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out what ought to change in order to avoid repeating this situation.  The main thing that The main thing that The main thing that The main thing that 

wewewewe    came up with came up with came up with came up with is the is the is the is the iiiidea dea dea dea of always designating of always designating of always designating of always designating twotwotwotwo people  people  people  people to be to be to be to be in charge of "bottomin charge of "bottomin charge of "bottomin charge of "bottom----

lining" and "checking"lining" and "checking"lining" and "checking"lining" and "checking"    on aon aon aon a    given task.given task.given task.given task.  To bottom-line a task means volunteering to do 

the task, and being ultimately responsible for it getting done.  Ideally, there should be 

two people responsible for this so that if one person forgets or something distracting 

happens in their life, the other can kindly remind them of their responsibility to the 

group.  This person would be the "checker" and the person who volunteered to do the 

task would be the official "bottom-liner.". 

    

Everyone present seemed to come away from this meeting feeling that it was a really 

important and valuable discussion.  We brought up a lot of personal thoughts about 

mental health, disability, stress, responsibility and expectations in political organizing.  

Too often in organizing, there is silence around these issues and they can be incredibly 

difficult to bring up without appearing antagonistic or insensitive.  It was a really good 

group because it was a space in which Nat was able to bring up concerns about our 

division of labour and our responsibilities to others and to ourselves, without feeling 

like she was bringing ill will into the group.  Nat was not the only one to be inspired by 

this. 

    

   

III.  ConclusionIII.  ConclusionIII.  ConclusionIII.  Conclusion    
    

Future IndyClassesFuture IndyClassesFuture IndyClassesFuture IndyClasses    
    

In this very long document, we hope to have illustrated some of the ways in which 

IndyClass functioned as a valuable educational alternative at McGill.  We hope you 

agree by now that future IndyClasses should happen.  The best part, we think, is that 

you can make them happen!  In order to do this, the first step is assembling a key group 

of committed and eager participants.  More information can be found at 

indyclass.wordpress.comindyclass.wordpress.comindyclass.wordpress.comindyclass.wordpress.com, or by contacting a class member.   

 

We hope that this course can be model for democratic education at McGill and 

elsewhere, and a step towards making education respond to community needs.   
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*** 

 

Appendix 1.Appendix 1.Appendix 1.Appendix 1.    
 

Class Schedule: Core Themes and Workshop Topics.  (Facilitators listed in brackets.) 

 

Weeks 1Weeks 1Weeks 1Weeks 1----7: C7: C7: C7: Core Readingsore Readingsore Readingsore Readings    

 

Week 1 Sept. 8Week 1 Sept. 8Week 1 Sept. 8Week 1 Sept. 8----12121212 

Theory/OverviewTheory/OverviewTheory/OverviewTheory/Overview  

   

....  

Week 2Week 2Week 2Week 2. Sep. Sep. Sep. Septttt. 15. 15. 15. 15----19191919  

Theory/OverviewTheory/OverviewTheory/OverviewTheory/Overview  

....  

Week 3Week 3Week 3Week 3. Sep. Sep. Sep. Septttt. 19. 19. 19. 19----26262626 

Monday: Political Economy of PrisonsPolitical Economy of PrisonsPolitical Economy of PrisonsPolitical Economy of Prisons  

Friday: Race and RacismRace and RacismRace and RacismRace and Racism  

....  

Week 4Week 4Week 4Week 4. Sep. Sep. Sep. Septttt. 29. 29. 29. 29----Oct. 3Oct. 3Oct. 3Oct. 3 

Monday: GlobalizationGlobalizationGlobalizationGlobalization  

Friday: Detention/immigratiDetention/immigratiDetention/immigratiDetention/immigrationononon  

....     

Week 5Week 5Week 5Week 5. Oct. 6. Oct. 6. Oct. 6. Oct. 6----10101010 

Monday: Prisoner Health Prisoner Health Prisoner Health Prisoner Health  

Friday: Prisoners’ experiences of prisonPrisoners’ experiences of prisonPrisoners’ experiences of prisonPrisoners’ experiences of prison  

....     

Week 6Week 6Week 6Week 6. . . . Friday, Oct 17Friday, Oct 17Friday, Oct 17Friday, Oct 17    (Follows the long weekend.)  

Friday: Prison Abolition and Alternatives to Prisons. Friday: Prison Abolition and Alternatives to Prisons. Friday: Prison Abolition and Alternatives to Prisons. Friday: Prison Abolition and Alternatives to Prisons.  

.... 

Week 7: Oct 20Week 7: Oct 20Week 7: Oct 20Week 7: Oct 20----24242424 

Monday:  Prisons in Visual Media/APrisons in Visual Media/APrisons in Visual Media/APrisons in Visual Media/Art.rt.rt.rt. 

Friday: Talking About Prisons/Deconstructing Mainstream Discourses.: Talking About Prisons/Deconstructing Mainstream Discourses.: Talking About Prisons/Deconstructing Mainstream Discourses.: Talking About Prisons/Deconstructing Mainstream Discourses.  

....    

    

....  

Week 8 Week 8 Week 8 Week 8 –––– Week 11. Workshop series on our specific topics: Week 11. Workshop series on our specific topics: Week 11. Workshop series on our specific topics: Week 11. Workshop series on our specific topics:  

.  

Week 8: Oct 27Week 8: Oct 27Week 8: Oct 27Week 8: Oct 27----31313131  

Monday: Privatization of Prisons in Canada.: Privatization of Prisons in Canada.: Privatization of Prisons in Canada.: Privatization of Prisons in Canada.  

Friday: Aboriginal Women in Canada's Prisons.Friday: Aboriginal Women in Canada's Prisons.Friday: Aboriginal Women in Canada's Prisons.Friday: Aboriginal Women in Canada's Prisons.       

....  

Week 9: Nov 3Week 9: Nov 3Week 9: Nov 3Week 9: Nov 3----7777  

Monday: Criminalization of Poverty.Criminalization of Poverty.Criminalization of Poverty.Criminalization of Poverty.         

Friday: Prison Architecture.Friday: Prison Architecture.Friday: Prison Architecture.Friday: Prison Architecture.         
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....  

Week 10: Nov 10Week 10: Nov 10Week 10: Nov 10Week 10: Nov 10----14141414  

Monday: Police Surveillance in Cities.Police Surveillance in Cities.Police Surveillance in Cities.Police Surveillance in Cities.      

Friday: Prisons and Residential Schools.Friday: Prisons and Residential Schools.Friday: Prisons and Residential Schools.Friday: Prisons and Residential Schools.      

....  

Week 11: Nov 17Week 11: Nov 17Week 11: Nov 17Week 11: Nov 17----21212121  

Monday: Class cancelled for Class cancelled for Class cancelled for Class cancelled for a a a a demodemodemodemonstranstranstranstrationtiontiontion and ReCon meeting. and ReCon meeting. and ReCon meeting. and ReCon meeting.  

Friday: DeFriday: DeFriday: DeFriday: De----Brief about ReCon situation.Brief about ReCon situation.Brief about ReCon situation.Brief about ReCon situation.  

....  

Week 12: Nov 24Week 12: Nov 24Week 12: Nov 24Week 12: Nov 24----28282828  

Monday: Sexuality and Women's Prisons.Sexuality and Women's Prisons.Sexuality and Women's Prisons.Sexuality and Women's Prisons.        

Friday: Class cancelledFriday: Class cancelledFriday: Class cancelledFriday: Class cancelled.... 

   

 

                                                
i http://www.mcgilldaily.com/view.php?aid=6266 .    
   

 
ii http://www.decal.org/home/index.php 


